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ABSTRACT 
We continue here earlier investigations of the structure of group generalized 
inverses A# of singular and irreducible M-matrices A = rl - M, where M is an 
II X n nonnegative and irreducible matrix whose spectral radius is r and where M is 
assumed to belong to one of several special classes of nonnegative matrices. We now 
focus on cases where M has only a few distinct eigenvalues. We are particularly 
interested in instances of such matrices M which cause all or almost all of the 
off-diagonal entries of the corresponding A# to be nonpositive. We then apply our 
results to the study of the sign pattern of the off-diagonal entries of the group 
generalized inverse of A = rl - M, where M comes from one of the following 
families of nonnegative matrices: (1) the magic square of order II = 4k generated by 
Matlab, (2) the doubly regular tournament matrices. The latter type is an example of a 
special type of a nonnegative matrix M for which the group inverse of the associated 
M-matrix satisfies A# = aA’ for some (Y > 0. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue our investigation, begun in [I71 and [5], of the 
structure of group generalized inverses of singular and irreducible M-matrices 
A = r-Z - M, where M is an n X n nonnegative and irreducible matrix 
coming from certain special classes of matrices. A result of Deutsch and 
Neumann [lOI asserts that if M is an irreducible nonnegative matrix with 
rank I and spectral radius r, then (rZ - M># = (l/r’XrZ - M), so that, in 
particular, (rZ - M># is an M-matrix. In the same spirit we will concentrate 
here on cases where M has few distinct eigenvalues. We are especially 
interested in the situation where all or most of the off-diagonal entries of the 
associated group inverse are nonpositive. 
We shall apply our results to studying the structure of the group general- 
ized inverse of M-matrices A = rZ - M, where M comes from one of the 
following families of matrices: 
(1) The magic square of order 4k generated by Matlab. 
(2) The doubly regular tournament matrices. 
The latter type is an example of a special type of nonnegative matrix B for 
which the group inverse of the associated M-matrix satisfies 
A# = aAf (14 
for some (Y > 0. We call M-matrices which satisfy (1.1) qua&orthogonal 
M-matrices. We characterize the quasiorthogonal M-matrices in terms of 
their spectra and also explicitly describe the special case of the quasiorthogo- 
nal symmetric M-matrices. 
We comment that our interest in magic square matrices was kindled by a 
recent article of Moler [21] in which he posed several problems concerning 
their eigenvalues and singular values. 
2. GROUP INVERSES WHICH ARE M-MATRICES 
Throughout this section we shall-denote by Jh the eigenprojection corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue h of a given matrix, 
We begin with the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be an n x n nonnegative and irreducible diagonal- 
izable stochastic matrix. Zf M has two distinct nonzero eigenvalues 1 and r, 
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the latter of multiplicity k, then 
(I-M)#=‘+ k+litmceMM- 
2k + 1 - trace M 
k + 1 - trace M J ” 
In particular, (I - M) # is an M-matrix if and only if 
M, < (2k + 1) - trace M 
‘,J ’ k (JI)L~ 
vi #j. (2.1) 
Proof. From our assumptions it follows that r must be real and that M 
has the spectral resolution 
M=J, +rJ,.. (2.2) 
Moreover. it is known that 
Hence, 
But then, 
(1, - 
1 =.!I +JT +.Jo* 
I - M = (1 - r)Jr +JO. 
(2.3) 
(24 
=I- 
&M - (2 - r>JJ 
k 2k+l-traceM 
=1+ 
k + 1 - trace M 
M- 
k + 1 - trace M J,> (2.5) 
where the last equality follows from trace M = kr + 1. Thus the off-diagonal 
entries of (I - M># are nonpositive if and only (2.1) holds. Furthermore, as 
(I - M)#x = 0 for any positive Perron vector of M, we can conclude by [4, 
Exercise 6.4.141 that (I - M ># is an M-matrix if and only if (2.1) is true. ??
Note that Deutsch and Neumann [lo] observed that if M is a 2 X 2 
irreducible stochastic matrix, then (I - M )# an M-matrix. This fact can also 
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be deduced from Theorem 2.1, since if such an M is nonsingular, it is 
straightforward to verify that (2.1) h o s’ Id , f or in that case, if M is 2 X 2 and 
singular, it is necessarily idempotent, so that (I - M ># = Z - M, and again 
(I - M># is an M-matrix. 
In the special case of M having rank 2, but not necessarily diagonalizable, 
we still have an analogue to the above theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that M is an n X n nonnegative irreducible 
stochastic matrix of rank 2. Then 
(Z-M)#=Z+ 2_t;aceMM- ;I:;=& 
In particular, (I - M># is an M-matrix if and only if 
M,,j < (3 - trace M)(Ji)i,j Vi fj. (2.6) 
Proof. There are two cases to consider: 
Case 1. M has, apart from the eigenvalue 1, a simple eigenvalue 
r E [ - 1, 1) \ (0). The result is now (2.1) with k = 1. 
Case 2. M has a single Jordan block of size 2 corresponding to 0, and all 
other blocks of M are 1 X 1. We claim that in this case (I - M># = Z + M 
- 2ji. To see the claim, let Y := Z + M - 2jl and note that Y commutes 
with Z - M. Further, (I - M )Y = I - M ‘. It follows from the Jordan form 
for M that M2 =J1, sothat(Z-M)Y=Z-J,.ThusY=(Z-M)#. ??
In [5] it was shown that if n is even and M is an n X n stochastic 
circulant matrix of the form 
2 
- circ( a 1 - a a *a* 1 - a) 
n 
forsomeO<~<I,then(Z-M)#isan M-matrixifandonlyifO<ag$. 
This fact can now be deduced from Theorem 2.2, since such an M has rank 2 
and (2.6) holds if and only if 0 < (Y Q $. (Note that Ji is the matrix whose 
entries are all l/n in this case.) 
In our next theorem we allow for complex eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M be an n X n diagonalizable stochastic irreducible 
nonnegative matrix with one pair of complex eigenvalues A, >, each of 
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multiplicity k = (n - 1)/2. Then 
185 
(I -i&f)++ = 
k + 1 - trace M 
kll - Al’ 
In particular, (I - M )# is an M-matrix if and only if 
n - trace M 
Mi ,,j G k (J1)i.j 
Vi #j. (2.7) 
Proof. We write M in terms of its principal idempotents: 
Then 1 - M = (1 - h)J, + (1 - %)h, so that 
1 
=*-II+ (I-/q(l-A) [Al* + vx - a./* + lx)] 
1 
=I-J1+ (I_/ql-A) [M -11 - w -Id] 
= 1-2\51(h4+ l 
(1 - /iI2 
--{M - P - 2wwJ~ 
11 - Al” 
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Since 
trace A4 - 1 
23(h) = k 1 
we have that 
n - trace M 
2-2%(h)= k ) 
and the result follows. ??
Our next theorem concerns the case where M is nonsingular with three 
distinct eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let M be an n X n diagonalizable nonsingular irre- 
ducible nonnegative matrix with three distinct eigenvalues: r (the Perron 
root), s, and t. Then 
r-(s+t) 1 
(r’-M)#= (r-s)(r-t)‘+ (r-s)(r-t)“- 
2r - (s + t) 
(r - s)(r - t)Jr’ 
(2.8) 
In particular, (1 - M )# is an M-matrix if and only if 
Mi,j < (2r - s - t)(J,)i,j ‘di Zj. cw 
Proof. Since M = rJr + sJ,~ + tJf and Z = J,. + J,7 + Jf, it follows that 
(~1 - M)# = -& + -&Jr (2.10) 
We shall next determine scalars (Y and p such that (~1 + PM - (a + /3r>J, 
is equal to the right-hand side of (2.10). Substituting rJr + sJp + tJt for M 
and equating the coefficients of J,S and J, yields the linear system 
1 
cUtSp=- 
r-s’ 
1 
a+tp=- 
r-t’ 
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which has the solution 
r- (s +t) 1 
a = (r - s)(r - t) and @= (r-s)(r-t)’ 
The expression for (rZ - M)# gi ven in (2.8) now follows readily. We further 
now see that the off-diagonal entries of (rZ - M># are nonpositive if the 
condition (2.9) holds. Finally, if (2.9) holds, the fact that (rZ - MY is an 
M-matrix is now a consequence of the fact that for any positive Perron vector 
X of M, (rZ - M)#x = 0. ??
Next we determine a formula for the group inverse of a matrix with a 
particular eigenstructure. We will apply this result to a certain kind of magic 
square later on in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M be an n X n diagonalizable matrix of rank 3 with 
nonzero eigenvalues 1 and f x, x # 1. Then 
(Z-M)*=Z+$,+&M+&M~. (2.11) 
Proof. This time M has the spectral resolution 
M =I, + xJx - xl-,. 
Furthermore 
Hence 
Z=Jr +.I, +J-X +_/a* 
(1 - MY = &L + &Lx + Jo 
=I]+ 
l-x x &J-x + 1 -J1 -Jr -J-x 
=I-J,+ $y2c XJx - xLx) + g-J x”J*” + x2]-J 
=I-J,+ &d” -1,) + &(M2 -_!I). 
This last expression can be shown to yield (2.11). 
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We conclude this section with an example illustrating the use of Theorem 
2.4. Consider the n X n matrix 
1 0 0 a.. 1 
0 1 0 *** 2 
(2.12) . . . . . . . . . 
According to Aergerter [l] ( see also Gregory and Karney [15, p. 741) the 
eigenvalues of M are s := 1 with multiplicity n - 2 and 
r,t = f (n + 1) + (n + 1)2 + 
4n(n + 1)(2n - 5) 
6 1 , (2.13) 
r being the larger of the two and hence the Perron root of M. Our result is: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M be as in (2.12). Then (I - M># is an M-matrix. 
Proof. It is readily checked that a Perron vector of M is given by 
’ 1 ’ 
2 
o= : . ’ 
n-l 
,r- l/ 
so that 
1 2 . . . n-l r-l 
2 4 . . . 2(n - 1) 2(r - 1) 
. . . 
(n i 1) 2(n 1 1) ..* (n -! 1)” (n - lj(r - 1) 
_(r - 1) 2(r - 1) ... (n - l)(r - 1) (r - 1)’ 
(2.14) 
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Since 
2r-s-t=- 
4n( n + 1)(2n - 5) 
6 
we see that it suffices to verify (2.9) for the last row and column of 
we see that (rZ - M># is an M-matrix if and only if 
(2r - s - t)(r - 1) > u’u. 
But this inequality is the same as: 
4n(n + 1)(2n - 5) 
6 
2= 0, 
(2.15) 
M. Thus 
4n(n + l)(Zn - 5) 
6 
(n - l)n(2n - 1) 
> 
6 
i 
n-l 
f- 
4n(n + l)(Zn - 5) 2 
2 6 1. 
which is easily verified. Hence (rZ - M># is an M-matrix. W 
3. APPLICATIONS TO DOUBLY REGULAR TOURNAMENTS 
In Theorem 2.3 we derived conditions for the group inverse of I - M to 
be an M-matrix when M has, apart from the eigenvalue 1, a pair of complex 
eigenvalues each of multiplicity k = (n - 1)/2. Note that this necessitates n 
being odd. An example for such a matrix M which arises in a combinatorial 
context is derived from a doubly regular tournament matrix. 
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DEFINITION 3.1 [9]. An n X 72 (0, 1) matrix T satisfying 
T+Tt=J-z, 
where ] = eet, and 
n+l n-3 
TfT = TTt = -z+- 
4 
is called a doubly regular tournament matrix or, sometimes, a Hadawmrd 
tournament matrix. 
Doubly regular tournament matrices have the property that each has all 
its row sums equal to (n - 1)/2, so that the Perron value of each is 
(n - O/2, the maximal size of the Perron value among all tournament 
matrices of this dimension (see [9], for example.) In addition to having the 
maximum spectral radius, doubly regular tournament matrices also have the 
property that for any two rows, there are exactly (n - 3)/d positions in 
which both rows have a 1. Note that necessarily n = 3 (mod 4) if there exists 
a doubly regular tournament matrix of order n. The question of the existence 
of doubly regular tournament of each permissible order remains open. A 
particular example, when n = 7, is the circulant matrix T = circ(0 1 1 0 1 
0 0). 
In a recent paper DeCaen, Gregory, Kirkland, Maybee, and Pullman [9] 
discussed the eigenvalues of doubly regular tournament matrices T and 
showed that they are precisely the tournament matrices which possess three 
distinct eigenvalues: r = (n - 1)/2, the Perron root of T, and - i f i&/2. 
Letting M = [2/c n - l)]T, we see from these observations that Theorem 
2.3 can be used to examine whether the matrix Z - M has the property that 
(I - M)’ is an M-matrix. When this turns out to be the case, M has the 
interesting property that (I - M )# = a( Z - M “) for some (Y > 0. This 
motivates our next definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An n X n stochastic matrix B is called quasiorthogo- 
nal if 
(I - B)# = CY(Z - Bt) 
for some LY E R. 
We next characterize quasiorthogonal matrices in terms of their eigenval- 
ues. 
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THEOREM 3.3. An n X n stochastic matrix B is qua&orthogonal if and 
only if B is normal and there exists a constant p > 0 such that for any 
eigenvalue h f 1 of B, 
(1 - A(-’ = p. (3.1) 
Proof. Suppose first that B is quasiorthogonal. Since 1 - B commutes 
with (I - B>#, it follows that B commutes with B’, so that B is normal. Let 
h # 1 be an eigenvalue of B. If v f 0 is a corresponding eigenvector of B, 
then it is known that 
&v = (I - B)#v = cr(Z - B')v. 
Hence 
A,*, = (Y(1 - x)v*v, 
so that (1 - Al2 = cr > 0. Setting p = (Y-‘/~ completes the proof of the 
“only if’ part. 
Conversely, suppose that B is normal and the eigenvalues of B satisfy 
(3.1). Let vi,. . . , 0, be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors for C”, with 
vi,.*., uk eigenvectors corresponding to 1 and with V~ + 1, . . . , vL), eigenvectors 
corresponding to h,, r, . . . , A,. Let P be the eigenprojection onto the 
eigenspace of B corresponding to 1. Then for each i = 1, . . . , k, 
+(I - B)(I - Bt)vi = 0 = (I - P)q, i = l,...,k. 
Further, for i = k + 1,. . . , n, 
(1 - hiI2 +B)(I-Bt)vi= p2 vi = lJi = (I - P)Vi. 
Hence 
-+(I - B)(I - B') = I - P. 
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It now follows from (I - BX I - BY = 1 - P that 
(I- B)# = -+(I - By. 
Letting (Y = l/p2, the conclusion follows. ??
Our definition of quasiorthogonality was motivated by properties of 
doubly regular tournament matrices. We will call M a normalized tourna- 
ment matrix (derivedfrom T) if M = (l/r)T for some tournament matrix T 
with spectral radius r. We next show that the only quasiorthogonal normal- 
ized tournament matrices are those derived from doubly regular tournament 
matrices. 
THEOREM 3.4. A normalized tournament matrix is quasiorthogonal if 
and only if it is derived from a doubly regular tournament matrix. 
Proof. We need only establish the “only if’ part of the claim. Suppose 
that M is a normalized quasiorthogonal tournament matrix. From the normal- 
ity of M it follows that M commutes with J and hence the row sums of M 
are all 1. Since trace M = 0 and the real part of any eigenvalue of M other 
than 1 is at least - $/[(n - U/2] = - l/(n - 1) (see [9]), we see that 
every eigenvalue of M other than 1 has real part equal to - l/(n - 1). By 
Theorem 3.1, all such eigenvalues must lie on a common circle centered at 
(1, O>, so we see that M must have just two distinct eigenvalues other than 1. 
As the only tournament matrices with three distinct eigenvalues are doubly 
regular tournament matrices (see [9]>, M must be derived from a doubly 
regular tournament matrix. ??
Next we characterize nonnegative irreducible stochastic symmetric qua- 
siorthogonal matrices. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose M is a symmetric stochastic irreducible nonneg- 
ative matrix. Then M is quasiorthogonal if and only if 
M = rZ + (1 - r)j 
for some r .satisfying 
1 
--<r<l, 
n-l 
where J-is the n x n matrix whose entries are all l/n. 
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Proof. The “if’ part is obvious, so we only prove the “only if’ part. Since 
M is symmetric, its eigenvalues are real, say I and A,, . . . , A,_ 1. Since M is 
quasiorthogonal, (1 - $1” = c for some c > 0 and j = 1, . . . , n - 1. Hence 
A, = 0.. = h,,_l := A, as no A, can exceed 1. Resolving M = J, + AJh and 
taking into account that Jr + Jh = I, we have that 
M = AZ + (1 - A)],. 
Finally, since M is symmetric, we have that J1 = i, which yields the result. 
??
The final result of this section establishes a connection between certain 
types of quasiorthogonal matrices and generalized tournament matrices, that 
is, nonnegative matrices A such that A + A’ = J - I. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that M is an n X n nonnegative stochastic 
irreducible and normal matrix. Assume further that M has only three distinct 
eigenvalues: 1 and x * iy, y # 0. Then the matrix 
n 
2(1 - x) [ 
M_ (n-l)r+ll 
I1 I* 
where r is the non-Perron root of the matrix (M + M ‘)/2, is a generalized 
tournament matrix, and, in particular, the diagonal entries of M are all equal 
to [(n - l)r + 11/n. 
Proof. For any 0 < t < 1, the matrix t&f + (1 - t) M t is normal, irre- 
ducible, and stochastic and has just three eigenvalues: 1 and x + i(2t - 1)~ 
[this is because Mv = (x + iy)v if and only if M’v = (x - iy)v]. Thus 
tM + (1 - t ) Mt is quasiorthogonal for any such t. In particmar, (M + M ‘)/2 
is quasiorthogonal and symmetric. But then according to the previous theo- 
rem. 
i(M + M’) = rZ + (1 - r)J. 
where r = x is the non-Perron root of (M + M ‘)/2. Now, f = (l/n)], so 
that 
(n - l)r+ 1 - 
Z 
I +; 4 
M’- 
(n 1)r + 1 1 l-r 
1 zz- 
II n 
II (.I - 1). 
194 
Letting 
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n 
A := q1 - r) M - 
[ 
(n - 1)’ + 1 
1 > 
n I 
we see that A + At = J - I. In particular, the diagonal entries of A must 
be 0, as the diagonal entries of 1 - Z are zero. Furthermore, since the off- 
diagonal entries of A are nonnegative, it follows that A is a generalized 
tournament matrix. It now also follows that each diagonal entry of M must 
equal [(n - 1)r + 11/n. ??
Comments. 
(i) It can be shown that the only irreducible stochastic quasiorthogonal 
matrices which are not primitive are those permutionally equivalent to either 
(ii) Certainly, if T is a doubly regular tournament matrix, then any convex 
combination of T and f(J - Z> yields a generalized tournament matrix 
which, when normalized, yields a quasiorthogonal matrix. However, the 
following example shows that not every generalized tournament matrix which 
can be normalized to give a quasiorthogonal matrix is of this form: Let T be a 
doubly regular tournament matrix and 
M= 
Since T, T ‘, and J a 11 commute, it follows that M is normal. Further, for any 
eigenvector of T corresponding to h = - $ f i&/2, the vectors w = (v” 
Of)t and 0 = (Ot D’>~ are both eigenvectors of M corresponding to A. Thus 
we see that M has just three distinct eigenvalues-the Perron value and a 
single complex conjugate pair. Hence by Theorem 3.1, when M is normal- 
ized, it yields a quasiorthogonal matrix. But M cannot be written as a convex 
combination of a doubly regular tournament matrix and i<J - I), since M is 
of order 2 (mod 4, while any doubly regular tournament matrix is of order 3 
(mod 4). We pose here the question: Which generalized tournament matrices 
can be normalized to yield a quasiotihogonal matrix? 
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4. MAGIC SQUARES OF ORDER n = 4k 
Consider an n X n matrix S whose entries comprise the integers from 1 
to n2. If those entries are arranged so that the row sums, the column sums, 
and the sums of the entries on the main diagonal and antidiagonal are all 
equal, then S is called a magic square (of order n). 
In [21], C. Moler describes the magic square facility on Matlab and poses 
several problems. The Matlab magic square case of n = 4k took on interest 
for us because he indicated that those magic squares have rank 3. We shall 
prove this by exhibiting a full-rank factorization of the matrix and then use 
the factorization to obtain an explicit expression for the nonzero eigenvalues. 
Following this, we shall use Lemma 2.5 to investigate the group inverse of 
rI - M, where M is a magic square of order n = 4k and r is its spectral 
radius. 
The magic square of order n = 4k generated by Matlab can be con- 
structed by the following procedure: Let A be an n X n matrix whose 
elements are the integers n2 down to 1 starting from the top left comer and 
decreasing as we go down the rows, viz., 
’ n2 n2 - 1 n”_2 . . . n2_n+I 
n2-n n”-n-l n2-n-2 *a* n2-2n+l 
A= . 
\ n n-l n_2 . . . i 
We construct the matrix A from A as follows: We reverse every second and 
third column, modulo 4, and likewise every second and third row, module 4. 
That is, if we let 
'0 . . . 0 1’ 
0 . . . 1 0 
E= . . . : . , 
. . 
; () . . . 0, 
then for each 1 <j < n such that j = 2 (mod 4) or j = 3 (mod 41, replace 
the jth column of A, cj, by EC ., and similarly, for each 1 < j < n such that 
j =2(mod4)orj = 3 (mod 4j, pl re ace the jth row of the resulting matrix, 
ri, by rjE. This yields the matrix A. The theory of reversjons (see Andrews 
[2]> ensures that the row sums and column sums of A are all equal to 
n(n2 + 1)/2. Finally, we construct a magic square Slk by permuting the 
columns of A in order to obtain the desired sums for the main diagonal and 
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antidiagonal. Let P be the permutation matrix whose jth column is ej if 
j = 0 (mod 4) or j = 1 (mod 4) and whose jth column is e,,, 1 _j if j E 2 
(mod 4) or j E 3 (mod 4). Th en the matrix S,, = PAPt is a magi& square of 
order 4k. It now follows that the (i, j)th entry of Sdk is given by 
;h.j = ( 
\ 
(i - 1)” ‘j 
n2 ‘_ (i - 1)7I -j + 
andj = 2,3(mod4) 
i = 2,3(mod4) 
andj = O,l (mod4), 
1 if 
i = 0,l (mod4) 
andj = 0,1 (mod4) 
‘f 2,3 (mod4) 
andj = 2,3(mod4). 
LEMMA 4.1. The magic square M = S,, of order 4k generated by 
Matlab admits the factorization 
where 
Ai = 
/ 
n+l n2-n-1 n2-n-2 
n2 2n n2 - + 3n 1 n2 3n - 2n  + 2 - 1 n2 3n - 2n 3 + 3 - 2 
-1 1 1 
+4n(i-1) [ : 1: 1: -1 1 1 I 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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fir- 1 < i < k, and where 
B.,=[i a ; _S]+4(j-I,[_; -‘I’ -; _;I (4.3) 
Proof. Partition M into blocks of size 4 x 4. To obtain the factorization 
in (4.l)consider the (1, 1) block of M, viz., 
M,,, = 
I n2 2n +l n2 - + 3n 1 ,lI 1 3n - - 
n-l ?I’--n-2 
2n  + 
n+4 
2 - 1 n” 3n - 2n 3 + 3 - 2 n’ 2n n7 - 3n _ + 3 4 - 3 
Next note that the (i, j)th block of M is given by 
1 . (4.4) 
M,,j = M,,, + 4[(j - 1) + n(i - I>] 
1 < i, j < k. (4.5) 
It is now readily verified that M,,, = A,Bj, for all 1 < i, j < k. ??
The above lemma allows us to obtain the eigenvalues of M = S,, as 
follows: 
LEMMA 4.2. For A and B given in (4.1)-(4.3), 
1 
n2 + n np -n+4 n2-nn6 
n3 lln $ 17n n:’ 23n 
BA = 3 
-3+3n2--j-+5 T+n’+T-T _3+n2+3-13 
n3 3 
--_2n2+T-3 -+ 
14n n3 20n 
3 --rf5 --3 -3+g 
(4.6) 
Moreover, the nonzero eigenvalues of M = Sdk are 
n(n2 + 1) 
r= 
2 ’ 
x = -&&CL, and --x. (4.7) 
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Proof. To find the nonzero eigenvalues of M, we recall that if F and G 
are an m X I and an Z X m matrix, respectively then t’ det(tZ - FG) = t” 
de&Z - GF) (see, e.g., Schmid [22]). From this fact, it follows that the 
nonzero eigenvalues of M = AB are the same as the eigenvalues of BA. 
Now, BA = Ef= r Bi Ai, and it is readily verified that 
2n” - 3n 371 + 4 3n + 6 
B,A, = 3n” - 8n + 1 n2 + 8n + 5 n” + 8n + 7 
-3n” + lln + 1 n’ - lln - 7 n2 - lln - 11 I 
+4n(i-l)[Ii _: _I] 
0 0 0 
+ 4(i - 1) 2n’ - 6n - 2 -2n2+ 6n + 6 -2n” + 6n + 10 
-(2n’-6n-2) -(-2nz+6n+6) -(-2n2+6n+10) I 
- 64n(i - lj’[ _p -p -y]. 
Summing the terms over i = 1,. . . , k now yields the expression in (4.6) for 
Z3A. Since the column sums of BA are equal to 
n( n2 + 1) 
2 ’ 
we find that this is an eigenvalue of BA. Furthermore, since 
=-I 
zn” 
nn 
n - 3 + 3nP 
4 
n3 
- -2n? 
3 
_ 
2 
lln 
7+5 
811 
-- 3 
3 
0 0 
2n” 2n” 34n 
- - 2n2 + ?g - 12 - - 2n2 + - 18 
3 3 
-j- 
2n” 22n 
-3+2n2-3+8 
it now follows by a direct calculation that 
2n” 28n 
_3+2n’-y+12 
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are the remaining eigenvalues of BA and hence they are the remaining 
nonzero eigenvalues of AB. This concludes the proof. ??
THEOREM 4.3. Let M = SdI, be a magic square of order n = 4lc. Then 
the group inverse of rl - M is given by 
where r and x are given in (4.7) and where 
(4.9) 
Specifically, on partitioning (rZ - M># into blocks of size 4 x 4 and on 
setting 
n 24 
Y := r( r2 - x’) = n”( n2 + 1)(3n” - n3 + 6n” + n + 3) ’ 
(4.10) 
we have that for 1 < i 6 k, the (i, i)th block of (T-Z - M )# is given by 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 0 
n(n’+l) ! 0 0 1 0 I 0 0 0 1 
-=+?_%I2 5n” 1 
n4 n:3 9 
--- -;+; 
2 4 
-’ n4 3n3 n 
-- - - a2 + - 
2 4 4 
-+y-;+T 13n3 12 5n’ 1 
n4 n3 3n 1 
T+4-n2+Q-2 
n3 5n2 19n 
iZ+T-YF+l 
7n” 31n 
12+3n”--g+1 
n4 5n3 5n’ 15n 1 
----- 
2 4 2 +4-2 
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4 3 +++-2n’+-y 5n 5n” 19n 
-F+4n2-F+2 
n3 7n” 37n 3 n4 n3 7n2 57n 3 
12+-- 2 12+2 ---- 2 4 -T+=-2 
7n3 61n 3 
T+4n2-x+2 
n4 3n3 93n 3 
----4n’+F-2 2 4 
n4 5n3 7n2 87n 13n3 lln2 127n 
----_ 
2 4 2 +12-l 
-+- --+2 
12 2 12 
I 
n3+3n2-nfl -n3-3n2+3n-1 
-2y(i - 1) -?I3 1;;: 1;; I ; 
n3 + 3n2 -5n+l 
-n3 n3 + 3n2 - 7n + 1 
n3 + 3n2 -7n+l -n3-3n2+9n-1 
_n3 - 3n2 + 5n - 1 n3 + 3n” -7nfl 
n3 + 3n2 - 7n + 1 -n3 - 3n2 + 9n - 1 
n3 + 3n2 - 9n + 1 -n3 - 3n2 + lln - 1 
-n3 - 3n” + lln - 1 n3 + 3n2 - 13n + 1  
while for i #.j, 1 < i, j Q k, the (i, j)th off-diagonal block of (rl - M># is 
given by 
-Y 
5n3 
--+n2 
1 
-;+< 
n4 n3 3n 1 
y+T-n’+Q-Z 
n4 n3 n” n n3 5n2 19n 
----_ 2+4 2 4 -E+T- -12+l 
n4 3n3 n 7n3 31n 
--- 4+4 
2 
=+3n”--j-j-+1 
13n3 5n2 1 n4 5n3 5n2 
_+T_;+2 -___2 
15n 1 
12 2 4 +4-z 
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4 3 5n 
+ + $ - 2n2 + 4 - 1 
n3 7n2 37n 3 
i5+2-12+t 
7n” 61n 3 
=+4n’-z+; 
n’ 5n3 7n” 87n 
----- 
2 4 2 +12-l 
1 n2 + n 
-2yn(i - 1) 
-(n” + n) 
-(Yl” + n) 
1 n2 + n 
5n3 19n 
-F+4n2-12+2 
n4 n3 7n2 57n 3 
----- 
2 4 2 +f--2 
n4 3n” 93n 3 
--- - 4n’ + - - 
2 4 
12 
2 
13n” lln’ 127n 
-+-_- +2 
12 2 12 
-_n” -n+2 
-( -n2 - n + 2) 
-(-n* - n + 2) 
_n4 -n+2 
(-n”-n++) (n” + n - 6) 
-( -?I’ - n + 4) -(n”+n-6) 
-(-n2-nf4) -(n” + n - 6) 
-n” -n+4 n”+n-6 
I 
2n” - n + 1 -2n’ + n - 1 
-2n2 + 3n 1 2n” 3n + 1 - - -2y(./ - 1) 
-2n”+5n-1 2n” - 5n + 1 
2n2 - 712 + 1 -2n” + 7n - 1 
-2n2 + n - 1 2n”-nfl 
2n2 - 3n + 1 -2n’ + 3n - 1 
2n2 - 5n + 1 -2n2 + 5n - 1 
-2n” + 7n - 1 2n2 - 7n + 1  
+16yn(i - l)(j - 1) [ 1; 1; 1; Ii]. (4.12) 
Proof. Let M = (l/r)M, and notice that IT is diagonalizable, since it 
has rank 3 and has the eigenvalues 1 and &x/r, where r and x are given in 
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(4.7). Applying Le mma 2.5 to a yields that 
(z-&qc=z- 3 - (r/r)” 1 M+ 1 
-(r/?-)” .l+ 
l M2. 
1 1 -(r/r)” 1 - (r/r)” 
Now using the facts that 
(T-Z - M)# = ;(I - i$ 
and M = (l/t-)&Z, it is not difficult to establish (4.8). 
In order to obtain an explicit expression for (rZ - iVZ>#, we need to 
compute M2. Now the (i, j)th block of M2 is given by A,(BA)Bj, and from 
Lemma 5.2 we have that 
712 + n n2 -n+4 n2-n+6 
3 lln 
-:+3+T+s 
3 17n 
BA = f 
3+n2+3-7 
n3 23n 
T+n’+3-13 
--2n2+:-3 n3 3 -: 3 -3+5 14n -3 n3 -T+9 20n 
Hence 
CBA)*j 
n2 + n n2 -n+4 
n3 lln n3 17n 
n 
=- I -3+3n’--j-+5 --f+n”+-j--7 4 n3 3 --2n2+F-3 -+ 14n 3 -3f5 
12’ -n+6 n2+n-6 1 
n3 23n n3 29n 
T+n’+---3--13 - 3 + 3n2 - 3 + 23 
n3 20n n3 26n 
---- +9 2n2 + 15 - - - - 
3 3 3 3 I 
2 2 
2n - 6 2n - 6 
-2n + 4 -2n + 4 
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This, in turn, yields after some calculations that 
4113 un 26n 
n4 - fid 
4n3 
+ - 4n” + + 1 
A,(BA)B/ = 4 
3+6n’-T+l 3 y- 
4n” 14n 4n? 44n 
n4 - - + 8n’ - - + 1 n’ + T - 6n2 + T + 1 3 3 
1 4n” 20n 4n” 62n n4 + 3 - 6n” + T + 1 n’ - T + 12n2 - 3 + 1 
4n” 14n 4n3 20n 
tl4 - -j- + 8n’ -3+l n4 + -y - 6n’ + 3 + 1 
.4+$- 44n 411’1 62n 6n2 + T + 1 n4 - -3- + 12n2 - 
T+l 
4n” 74n 
n’ + 3 - 8n” + 3 + 1 n4 - T!g + 14n” - F + ] 
4n3 104n 4n” 146n 
nd - -$- + 14n’ - - + 1 
3 
n4 + -j- - 12n2 + -+1 
3 
2n” - 2n 2n’ - 2n -2n2 + 211 
-2n’ + 6n -2n’ + 6n 2n2 - 6n 
-2n” + 10n -2n2 + 10n 2n” - 10n 
2n” - 14n 2n’ - 1471 -2n” + 14n ! 
2n - 6 2n - 10 -2n + 14 
-(2n - 6) -(2n - 10) -(-2n + 14) 
-(Zn - 6) -(2n - 10) -( -2n + 14) 
2n - 6 2n - 10 -2n + 14 1 
+16n”(i - l)(j - I)[ 1; 1; 1; I!]. 
Next, to compute 
D = (3r2 - r2)Jr - rM - M" (4.13) 
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we note that 
3p - x2 = 
3n2( n4 + 2n2 + 1) rL”( n3 - r&) 
- 
4 12 
= ;(9n4 - n3 + 18n2 -t- n + 9). 
Thus the (i, j)th block, Di,j, of (3r” - x2>Jr - rM - M2 is equal to 
$(Sd - 
1 1 1 1 
n3 + 18n2 + n + 9); [ ; ; : ; I 1 1 1 1 
n2 2 3 112 - 3 
n(n2 + 1) 
li 
n+l n2-n-1 n2-n-2 n+4 
2 2n + 1 n2-2n-1 ns - 2n - 2 2n + 4 1 nz - 3n 3n + 2 3n + 3 n2 - 3n - 3 
4n” 271 4n3 
n4+-j-+3+1 n4 - - 3 + 6n2 -;+1 
4n” 8n 4n3 26n 
n4 n -3+6n”-3+1 --j- 3 n4 + - 4n” + + 1 
-- 
4 
n4 
4n” 14n 4n” 44n 
- - + 8n2 n4 + - 6n2 + + 1 3 -3+l T T 
4n” 20n 4n3 62 n 
n4 + - 672” + + 1 n4 - + 12n” - + 1 3 3 3 -y 
4n” 14n 4n” 20n 
n4 - - + 8n2 - + 1 n4 + - 6n2 + + 1 3 3 3 3 
4n” 44 n 4n” 62n 
n4 + - 6n” + + 1 n4 - + 12n’ -3+l 
T T 3 
4nR 74n 4n3 104n 
n4 + - 8n2 + + 1 n4 - + 14n” - - + 1 
3 -y 7 3 
4n3 104n 4n” 146n 
n4 - - + 14n2 - - + 1 n4 + - 12n2 + -+1 
3 3 3 3 
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I -2n” + 2n 22 - 2n -n(j - 1) 2n - 6n -2n’ + 6n 2n - 1On -2n” + 10n -2n’ + 14n 2n” - 14n 
-2n + 2 2n - 6 
-(-2n + 2) -(2n - 6) 
- nyi - 1) 
-(-2n + 2) -(2n - 6) 
-271 + 2 2n - 6 
2n2 - 2n 
-2n’ + 6n 
-2n’ + 10n 
2n” - 14n 
211 - 10 
-(2n - 10) 
-(2n - 10) 
2n - 10 
-1 -1 1 
- 16n”(i - l)(j - 1) : : _: 
-1 -1 1 
-2n2+ 2n 
2n” - 6n 
2n” - 10n 
-2n” + 14n 
-2n + 14 
-( -2n + 14) 
-( -2n + 14) 
-2n + 14 1 
-5n” + 12n2 - n + 6 6n’l + 3d - 1271’ + 9n - 6 
n 6n4 - I 6n4 - 3n3 6n’ 3n - + f? 30d - 19n + + 12 =- 12 Qn3 - 12n” + 3n 711” + 36n” - 31n + 12 
13n” + 30n2 - n + 6 671” - 15n” - 30n” + 4571 - 6 
6n” + 31” - 24n” + 15n - 12 -5n3 + 48n” - 1Qn + 24 
uJ + 42n’ - 37n + 18 6n’ - 3n” - 42n’ + 57n - 18 
7~” + 4811’ - 61n + 18 6n4 - 9,’ - 48n2 + 93n - 18 
6n” - 15n3 - 42n’ + 87n - 12 1311” + 66n” - 127~1 + 24 
+2n”(i - 1) 
n2 + n -n”-n+2 -n’-n-l-4 n2 + n - 6 
X 
-(n” + n) -(-n’ -11 + 2) -( -2 - n + 4) -(I? + n - 6) 
-(n” + n) -(-n’ -n + 2) -(-n’ - n + 4) -(,I’ + n - 6) 
n’ + n _ 11’ - n + 2 -n’-n+4 n’.+n-6 
+ 2n(j - 1) 
I 22 - n + 1 -2n’+ n - 1 -271” + n - 1 2n’-n+l X -2n’ + 311 - 1 2n” - 3n + 1 2ne - 3n + 1 -211’ + 3n - 1 
-2n2 + 5rr - 1 2n2 - 511 + 1 211’ - 5n + 1 -2n2 + 5n - 1 
2n” - 7n + 1 -2n’ + Tn - 1 -211’ + 7n - 1 211” - in + 1 
(A> 
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Equations (4.11) and (4.12) are now readily established from this last expres- 
sion. W 
Theorem 4.3 leads us to the following interesting conclusion: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let M = Stk and let r = n(n2 + 1)/2. Then the follow- 
ing holds for the offdiagonal entries of ( rZ - M >#: 
(i) ((rZ - M>#>i,j < 0 for i #j, 1 < i, j < k, and k = 1, 2. 
(ii) For k > 3, ((rl - M>#)i,j > 0 whenever 
(a) i = 1 andj = 1 (mod 4) and 
t( -5n3 + 12n2 - n + 6) + (j - 1)2n(2n2 - n + 1) < 0 
FL] j = 0 (mod 4) and 
t( -5n3 + 48n2 - 19n + 24) + (j 
and ((rl - M)#>i,j < 0 otherwise. 
1)2n(2n2 - n + 1) < 0, 
= ?? 4, 8, (i) follows directly from Proof. For k = 1, 2 or, equivalently, n 
analyzing the signs in (4.11) and (4.12). 
For k > 3 or, equivalently, n > 12, we note from (4.13) that a negative 
entry in the (i, j)th block of (rZ - M I# corresponds to a positive entry in the 
matrix (A) above, while a positive entry in the (i, j> block of (r-Z - M I# 
corresponds to a negative entry in (A). Examining (A), we see that the 
positions in the 4 x 4 block can be partitioned into three sets: 
dr = {(1,2>,(1,3),(2,1>,(2,4),(3,1),(3,4),(4,2),(4,3)~, 
4 = {(2,2),(2,3),(3,2),(3,3),(4,1),(1,4)), 
d3 = {(1,1),(1,4)}. 
Consider an entry in (A) whose position falls in &r. Treating this entry as 
a function of i, we see that its derivative with respect to i is at most 
2n2( -n2 - n + 6) + 16n2(j - 1) Q 2n2( -n2 + n - 2), 
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which is negative. Thinking of the same entry as a function of j, its derivative 
with respect to j is at most 
2n(-271’ + 7n - 1) + 164i - 1) < 2n(-n - l), 
which is again negative. Thus any entry in (A) whose position belongs to ti, 
is decreasing in both i and j. A similar analysis of (A) with respect to entries 
corresponding to positions in LYE Ud3 is increasing in both i and j. 
Now let a, be an entry of (A) corresponding to a position in dl. Then 
from our discussion above we see that 
a, > 36n4 - 15n3 - 42n2 + 87n - 12) 
n-4 
+2n2- 
71 - 4 
4 (-n2-n)+2nT(-2n”+n-1) 
+16n2(~)2=n(~-5n2+~n+l) >O. 
This last expression is positive for n > 16; a straightforward verification 
shows that a, > 0 when n = 12 as well. 
Next let cz2 be an entry in (A) corresponding to a position in d2. Then 
u2 > %(n” + 30n2 - 19n + 12) > 0. 
Furthermore, if i > 2 and u3 is an entry in (A) corresponding to a position in 
&a, then 
us > t( -5n3 + 12n2 - n + 6) + 2n2(n2 + n - 6) 
19n4 145n2 
=- + 3n3 - - 
12 12 
+;>o. 
Thus we see that a negative entry in (A) can only occur if i = 1 and, in that 
case, only in a position corresponding to Ms. Specifically, we see that a 
positive entry in the (1, j)th bl oc occurs in the (1, l)th position for any j k 
such that 
s( -5n3 + 12n2 - n + 6) + 2n(j - 1)(2n2 - n + 1) < 0, 
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while a positive entry in the (1, 4)th position of the (1, j)th block occurs for 
any j such that 
;( -5n3 + 48n2 - 19n + 24) + 2n(j - 1)(2n2 - n + 1) < 0. 
We see then that (ii) follows directly from the above observations. ??
Finally, Moler [21] also posed the problem of what the singular values of 
M = Sdk are. We now turn to this question. Since M has a constant row and 
column sums, we have that 
Me =Mfe = 
n(n2 + 1) 
2 e* 
Clearly [n(n2 + 1)/212 ’ 1s the largest eigenvalue of MtM, and hence n(n2 + 
1)/2 is the largest singular value of M. To find the two other singular values 
of M, note that since M 'M = BtAtAB [where A and B are specified in 
(4.1)--(4.3)], the matrices M 'M and BBtAtA = BM tA have the same nonzero 
eigenvalues. Thus it suffices to find the eigenvahres of BM tA. To this end we 
shall find the eigenvalues of the matrix C%M "AC- ', where 
C=[i d i] and C-r=[d -d -PI. 
Now by (4.11, 
CBM'AC-' = c CBj(Mt)j,jA,C-'. 
lai,j<k 
(4.15) 
Furthermore, we see that for 1 < i, j Q k, 
1 , (4.16) 
(4.14) 
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so that 
CBj( ilff)i,j 
=([k ; t %]+4(i-l)[_; -y -g _g Ii 
n2 n+l 2n + 1 n2 - 3n 
X 
2 n”-n-l n”-2n-1 3n + 2 
3 n2 - n-2 n”-2n-2 3n + 3 
\ln’- 3 n +4 
+4[j - 1 + n(i - 
1 2n2 + 2 2n” + 2 
2n + 4 n2 - 3n - 3 1 
2n2 + 2 2n2 + 2 
= I 3n2 - 7 n’ + 2n + 11 n2 + 4n + 11 3n2 - 6n - 7 
-3n2+12 n”-4n-14 n2-Sn-14 -3n2 + 2n + 12 I 
209 
0 0 
+ 4(j - 1) 2n2 - 8 -2n’ + 4n + 8 
-(2n2 - 8) -( -2n” + 4n + 8) 
0 0 
-2n2 + 8n + 8 2n2 - 12n - 8 
-(-2n2+8n+8) -(2n2-12n-8) 
0 0 0 
+4[j-l+n(i-l)] -i 2 2 -2 
4 -4 -4 4 I 
0 0 0 
+16(j-l)[j-l+n(i-1)] -: 4 4 -4. 
4 -4 -4 4 I 
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Consequently, 
CBj(M’)i,jA,C-’ 
n2 --1x2 + 2 -n2 +3 
= CB,(M’),,, 
n+l n2-2n-2 n2-2n-3 
2n + 1 n” - 4n - 2 n2 - 4n - 3 
n’ - 3n -n2 + 611 + 2 -271’ + 6n + 3 
-1 2 2 
+4n(i- 1) [ : 1,” 1; 
-1 2 2 I) 
(2n” + 2)’ 0 0 
= * -4n4 + 24n3 - 12n2 - 132n - 72 -4n4 + 24n” - 8n2 - 144n - 108 
* 8n4 - 48n3 + 44n’ + 204n + 104 8n4 - 48n3 + 36n2 + 228n + 156 
0 0 0 
+ 4n(i - 1) i * 8n” - 24n - 72 8n’ - 24n - 72 
* -16~1’ + 48n + 104 -16n” + 48n + 104 1 
0 0 
+ 16n(i - l)(j - 1) 16n” - 48n - 64 16n” - 48n - 64 
- (16n” 48n 64) - - -(16n2 48n 64) - - 
0 
-8n4 + 48n’ - 64n” - 144n - 64 
-( -8n” + 48n3 - 64n” - 144n - 64) 
0 
-8n4 + 48n” - 56n2 - 168n - 96 
- ( -8n4 + 48n” - 56n2 - 16871 - 96) 
I 
0 0 
+ 4[j - 1 + n(i - l)] 8n2 - 24n - 16 8n” - 24n - 24 - 16n” + 48n + 32 - 16n” + 48n + 48 1 
+lbn(i-l)[j-l+n(i-l)][ f -;! -;i] 
+ 16(j - l)[j - 1 + n(i - l)] 
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0 0 
16n” - 48n - 32 16n” - 48n - 48 
- (16n’ - 48n - 32) - (1671’ - 48n - 48) 1 
+64n(i-l)[(j-l)+n(i-l)][ p -i -i]. 
To determine the last two singular values of M we need only look at the 
bottom right-hand 2 X 2 submatrix in the above expression. Summing those 
2 X 2 matrices over all 1 < i, j < k yields the matrix 
-n5+3n4+2n3-5n2-n+2 -n5 + 3n4 + 2n3 - 6n2 - n + 3 
- 2n4 - 2n3 + 4n2 + n - 2 n5 - 2n4 - 2n3 + 5n2 ’ + n - 3 I 
(4.17) 
Since the column sums of this last matrix are both 
n”( 124 - n’) 
12 ’ 
we see that n2(n4 - n”>/l2 is one eigenvalue; from the trace, it follows that 
n2(n2 - O/12 is the other eigenvalue. We have proved: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M = S,, be the magic square of order n = 4k 
generated by Matlab. Then the singular values of M are 
n(n” + 1) 
2 ’ 
a\i”“. and i/F. (4.18) 
The authors would like to acknowledge the careful reading which the 
referee gave the manuscript and several useful suggestions for its polishing. In 
particular, he / she improved the utility of the original statement of Theorem 
2.4. 
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